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Let R be an integral domain and  an anti-integral element of degree d over R.
  Ž .1     1 It is shown that the equality R  a  R  a  R   R  holds for
any a R with  a 0.  2001 Academic Press
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 Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K and let R X denote
a polynomial ring over R. Let  be an element of an algebraic field
   extension of K and let  : R X  R  be the R-algebra homomorphism
Ž . Ž .defined by  X   . Let  X denote the monic minimal polynomial of
Ž Ž .. over K with deg  X  d and write
 X  X d	  X d1	 	 ,Ž . 1 d
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where  , . . . ,   K. Define1 d
d
I  R:  ,Ž .  R i
i1
Ž .  4where R:   c R  c  R . Then I is an ideal of R. An elementR i i  
Ž . is called an anti-integral element of degree d over R if Ker  
Ž .   Ž  .I  X R X cf. 3, 4 .  
Throughout this paper, we use the notation mentioned above unless
otherwise specified.
Our notation is standard and for the unexplained notation one is
 referred to 2 .
To begin with, we show the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. Let a be an element of R. Then the following assertions hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1  X   X	 a .a 
Ž .2 I  I .a  
Ž .3 If  is an anti-integral element of degree d oer R, then so is  a.
Ž .Proof. 1 For some  , . . . ,   K , we can write1 d
d d1
 X  X a 	  X a 	 	 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 d
Ž . d d1 Ž .Then  X  X 	  X 	 	   X	 a .a 1 d 
Ž . Ž . d Ž .2 In the proof of the assertion 1 , we get I  R:  .a i1 R i
Note that  is an R-linear combination of 1, , . . . ,  , and  is ani 1 i i
R-linear combination of 1,  , . . . ,  . Hence it is easy to see that1 i
d Ž . d Ž . R:   R:  . Therefore I  I .i1 R i i1 R i a  
Ž .       3 Let  : R X  R  a  R  be the R-algebra homomor-
Ž . Ž .  phism defined by  X   a. Take f X  R X . Then we know
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the following implications: f X  Ker   f X a  Ker  
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .   Ž .f X a  I  X R X  f X  I  X	 a R X  f X      
Ž .   Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  I  X R X by 1 and 2 . Hence Ker   I  X R X ,a a a a
which implies that  a is an anti-integral element of degree d over R.
i i1 i2   Ž .Let    	   	   	 	  K  1
 i
 d 1 andi 1 2 i
Ž .put 	  I  1
 i
 d 1 , which is an R-module. When R isi   i
 Noetherian, the following result is seen in 1, Theorem 1 . But the same
result is valid for any integral domains and the same proof is effective. We
show it for convenience sake.
LEMMA 2. Assume that  is an anti-integral element of degree d oer R.
   1  Ž d1 .Then R   R   R 	   	  R  I  , as R-1 d1   ii1
modules.
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   1 Proof. We shall show that R   R   R	 	 	 		 as1 d1
   1 R-modules. The inclusion R	 	 	 		  R   R  is obvi-1 d1
   1 ous. We must show the converse inclusion. Take 
 R   R  and
n Ž 1 .mput 
 a  	 	a  b  	 	b with a , b  R. We prove0 n 0 m i j
our assertion by induction on m. If m 0, then 
 b  R. First we will0
Ž . n	m m mshow the case m  d. Put f X  a X 	 	a X  b X0 n m
  Ž . Ž . Ž .   b  R X . Then f   0 and hence f X  I  X R X .0   
Ž .Thus f 0 b  I  , so that there exist c , . . . , c  R with c  b0   d 0 d d 0
such that c  d	 c  d1	 	c  0. Indeed, since b   for some0 1 d 0 d
Ž . I , we may put c  a, c  a 1
 i
 d . Since m d, putting  0 i i
Ž 1 .m Ž dm. c  	 	c  c 	 c 	 	c  , wed dm	1 dm dm1 0
see that  	 and the element 
  satisfies our induction hypoth-dm
esis. Since  	 , it follows that 
 R	 	 	 		 . Second wedm 1 d1
consider the case m d. As the above statements, there exists c , . . . , c0 d
 R with c  b such that c  d	 c  d1	 	c  0. Put d 0 0 1 d
Ž 1 . Ž d1 . Ž 1 .m Ž 1 .mc   c  	 	c  	 . Then b     .d 0 d1 d1 0
Ž 1 .m1 Ž 1 .m1 Ž d1Hence we have 
   	 b  	 	b  c  	1 m 0
.Ž 1 .m1 Ž 1 .m1 Ž .Ž 1 .m1	c  	 b  	 	b  b  c  	d1 1 m 1 d1
Ž .Ž 1.m2 Ž .Ž 1.md Ž 1.md1b  c  	  	 b  c  	 b 2 d2 d 0 d	1
	 	b , which satisfies the induction hypothesis. Thus 
 R	 	m 1
   1 	 		 . Hence we have proved that R   R   R	 	d1 1
Ž    1 . Ž .	 		 . Since R   R   K K  is a d-dimensionald1 R
   1 vector space over K , it follows that R   R  is an R-module of
   1 rank d. Hence R   R   R  	    	  R 1 d1
d1Ž . I  as R-modules.  ii1
Let f : Z R be a ring-homomorphism sending n Z to n  1 R,
Ž .where Z denotes the ring of integers. Let F ZKer f , which is a
subdomain of R.
Let a be an element of R such that  a 0. Then  a is of degree
Ž . d  d1 d over R. Let  X  X 	  X 	 	 be the monic minimala 1 d
   Ž . ipolynomial of  a over K , where  , . . . ,  K. Put    a 	1 d i
Ž . i1  Ž . i2    Ž .  a 	   a 	 	  K  a 1
 i
 d 1 . Then1 2 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .d Žputting X Y	 a, we have  X   Y	 a  Y	 a 	  Y	  1
.d1 d  d1  Ž . Ž Ž ..a 	 	  Y 	  Y 	 	   Y cf. Lemma 1 1 .d 1 d a
Ž . Note that  a   . Put 
  a. Then we have for each k d
1, . . . , d 2,
   
 	 k	1 k k	1
   	  , i.e.,      .k	1 k k	1 k k	1 k	1
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Ž . Ž .Comparing the coefficients of  Y	 a   Y , we have a
d d 1 d 2 k k1 k2  a 	  a 	  ak 1 2ž / ž / ž /k k 1 k 2
d k	 1	 	 a	 k1 kž /1
      for k 1, . . . , d 1. So we have   F a 	 F a  	 	F a  fork 1 d1
Ž .each k 1
 k
 d 1 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 3. Under the notation as aboe, for each k 1
 k
 d 1 ,
              F a  	 	F a  	 F a 	 F a  	 	F a  .k k k1 1 1 d1
Proof. We shall prove this equality by induction on k.
Ž .Case I . k 1.
  
	 1 1
  a	 1
 	  	   a Ž .1 1 1
  	   a  .Ž .1 1 1
     Hence       a   F a 	 F a  .1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Case II . Assume that the equality holds for k  1 . That is, there
Ž .   Ž . Ž .    exist  a  F a 1 
 i 
 k  1 and  a  F a 	 F a i 0 1
   Ž . Ž . Ž .	 	F a  such that    	  a  	 	 a  	  a .d1 k k k1 k1 1 1 0
Then
   
 	 k	1 k k	1
  a  	  a  	  a  a 	 	 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k1 k	1 k2 k2 0
  	  a  	  a  	 	 a  aŽ . Ž . Ž .k k1 k1 k2 k2 0 k
 a a   a a   a a 	 Ž . Ž . Ž .k1 k1 k2 k2 0 k	1
    	  a    	 	 a   Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k	1 k	1 k1 k k 1 2 2
	  a     a  a a   a a Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 k k1 k1 1 1
 a a 	 Ž .0 k	1
  	  a  a  	  a  a a Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k	1 k1 k k2 k1 k1
	 	  a  a a Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 1
  	  a  	 	 a  	 a a 	  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k	1 k1 k 0 1 0 k	1
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          Thus     F a  	 F a  	 	F a  	 F a 	 F a k	1 k	1 k k1 1 1
 	 	F a  . Hence we are done.d1
The following is our main result.
THEOREM 4. Let R be an integral domain and let  be an anti-integral
element of degree d oer R. Then for any a R with  a 0,
11     R   R   R  a  R  a .Ž .
Proof. We see that  a is an anti-integral element of degree d over
   1 R and that I  I by Lemma 1. Hence R   R   R	 I   a   1
  Ž . 1  	  	I  and R   a  R   a  R 	 I   d 1  a  1
	 	I   by Lemma 2. By Proposition 3, we have R	 I  a d1 a 1
	 	I    R	 I  	 	 I    R	 I  	 	a d1   1   d1   1
  Ž .1     1 I  , whence R  a  R  a  R   R  . By symme-  d1
   1    Ž .1   try, we have R   R   R  a  R  a . Therefore R 
1 1    Ž .  R   R  a  R  a .
EXAMPLE
Case d 3.    	 2 a,    	 a 	 a2.1 1 2 2 1
Case d 4.    	 3a,    	 2 a 	 3a2,    	 a 	1 1 2 2 1 3 3 2
a2 	 a3.1
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